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In the two-energy-component tokamak reactor (TCT), fusion

energy is produced principally by reactions between injected

energetic deuterons and the relatively cold ions of the target

plasma (D, T, or He). The large deuteron energy results in con-

siderable width of the energy spectrum of D-D or D-T neutrons

in the laboratory frame. This spectrum is important for plasma

diagnostics, and for optimum utilization of the neutrons in

various blankets surrounding the reacting plasma (such as fissile

or tritium breeding blankets). In this study, we calculate

neutron spectra for TCT reactors, using appropriate steady-state

velocity distributions for the fast deuterons.

General expressions for the angular and energy distributions

of fusion neutrons in terms of the distribution functions of the

reacting ions are given in Ref„ 1. For the target ions, we use

a Maxwellian distribution of temperature T-• Since we are con-

cerned only with angle-averaged neutron energy spectra, we vise

the hot-ion distribution function avex^aged over all angles, ìV/v).

If energy diffusion during slowing-down is neglected,, then re-

gardless of the angle of injection into the tokamak plasma, the
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steady-state solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for f, is

fh(v) = (v3 + v c
3 ) c / - \ v< vo

(1)

f h ( v ) = ( v o
3
+ v ^ ) ^ ' 1 e x P j - M D ( v

2 - v o
2 ) / 2 T . ] , v > v

o

where v is the injection velocity, v is the velocity at which

ion drag = electron drag, and T = T.. The exponent (C/T - 1) is

appropriate for a fast-ion loss rate T (e.g., charge-exchange

loss, unconfined orbits) which is assumed here to be independent

of v; c is a constant. We have also used a form for fh(v) that

takes into account energy diffusion during slowing-down; the

neutron spectra are almost identical to those calculated from

Eg. (1) with C/T = 0 .

Angle-averaged neutron energy spectra are shown in Figs. 1

and 2. Fcr injection at W, = 150 keV, the spectra have a FWHM ~

1.3 MeV for D+T and 0.65 MeV for D-»-D. Other conclusions are:

(1) Increasing W. greatly broadens the spectrum, especially for

D+D [Figs. I(a), 2Ì. (2) Increasing T. "rounds" the spectrum, and

slightly hardens it [Fig. l(b)] . (3) Givan T. and Wfa, the spec-

trum is relatively insensitive to "f, (v)[Fig. l(c)] , so that

angular distribution measurements may be necessary to deduce

the nature of the energetic-ion distribution.
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Figure Captions.

Fig. 1. Angle-averaged neutron spectra for D+T TCT reactors.

(a) Variation with injection energy.C/T = 0. (b) Variation with

bulk-plasma temperature, C/T = 0. (c) Variation with energetic-ion

distribution function. The parameter C/T refers to Eg. (1) .

Fig. 2. Angle-averaged neutron spectra for D-VD TCT reactors,

showing variation with injection energy, C/T = 0 . T. = 10 keV.
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